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PROLEPSIS FOR HIKA
MAY, 1941
Ten years ago, the young men in American colleges were very sensitive to
war. They were afraid of what it might do to them. As was common every
where then, they signed peace pledges and formed societies. One of them,
The Veterans of Future Wars, was pointed out by the American Legion as
cynical. But these things were sympathetic to universal opinion. We were
going to keep here in America henceforth, remembering the unpaid war-debts
and our soldiers lost in the first World War.
Unfortunately, many of the presidents of the peace societies and the stu
dent editors who denounced war, went off and were killed in Spain, to make
the world safe for democracy. The American people followed the 72 point
headlines through the invasion of Poland, the various British disasters, the fall
of France, while the American government collected a recruit army and put in
an order for 50,000 airplanes.
All this, the American people took quite complacently in view of the head
lines. There were no mass jailings of young men who signed a peace pledge
and refused to be recruited. In colleges like this one, they began to talk of
the army as a sort of career in which young men could do as well as anywhere
else.
The American government is moving close to war with the Third Reich;
the force of inertia alone is enough to finish it. America is about ready to
accept what is presented as inevitable. It is with this apparent, that we pre
sent an issue made up of comment, gloss and footnote to the second World
War and America's part in it. The image of War on the cover, the popular
representation of yesterday, is not dwelt on now. But it is recurrent. The
magazines now speak of the bravery of the British and the lost ship convoys;
and we as the rest.
Therefore, we present this issue of Hika, not a collection of eyewitness
journalism, as it might have been and of which there has been too much, but
a series of contemporary footnotes, by several different kinds and conditions
of people.
THE EDITORS.
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For many years, Kenyon was an oasis of culture
in a desert of Philistinism. A few of the teaching
force projected their personality over the Bishop's
Backbone; but many seemed not to care for outside
contacts. The Community got little from the College.
Today it's different Recently, the county corre
spondent of a Mount Vernon paper told in her column
of the pleasure and profit she had in attending one
of the Thusrday morning talks at Kenyon.
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The Community now not only goes over to the
plays and lectures and concerts; Doctor Black and
Mr. Eric Hawke generously give us the benefit of
their experienced direction. Mr. Rahming not only
provides exhibitions; he welcomes the Community
to his classes. Dr. McGowan proposes that the Col
lege and the Community discuss political problems,
and send their opinions to Washington.
We of this Store enjoy these new relations. Natur
ally, we enjoy having the College come to the Store.
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Founded in Mount Vernon in 1869
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4 March, 1941

Gredington
Whitchurch
Salop

Dear Mr. Macauley,
I am afraid time will not permit me to do
more than write you a letter to convey my best
wishes for your forthcoming issue of Hika dealing
with the war and your country's position in it.
Recent news have seemed to indicate that sup
port for Britain is growing—perhaps as more
people learn of the true position—and that is in
deed cheering for us.
I am sure that your number will go even fur
ther and I wish it, wholeheartedly, every success.
I shall be very interested indeed to see it i
that is possible—as we find it hard, in England,
quite to appreciate the American attitude. I ^eeJ
sure it will help me to a better understanding o
that.
I am hoping too that we shall be able to resume, with the coming of peace, to our mutual
advantage, all those activities which go such a
long way towards cementing our two Lcountries
together, and that I personally shall have an op
portunity to visit America to see for myself • • •
Yours sincerely,
Kenyon

4
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The author of the first one of these three
articles by Englishmen is a young man officially
employed by the British government. For that rea
son, his name cannot be told. He is a graduate of
Cambridge and has spent more time in America
doing graduate work. He states clearly what has
been seen vaguely in various indications of the
change going on England.
The author of the second article for the same
reason as the first must remain anonymous. He is
a graduate of the University of London, has lived
both in the United States and Canada, and has
lately been employed by the Ministry of Economic
warfare.
The article by Mr. Divine, which is the third,
is self-explanatory. For it, we are indebted to
Longmans Gren & Co., Ltd.

MAY, 1941
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England Metamorphosed
Most people of college age in England and
America were brought up in the shadow of the
First World War. The disillusionment which
was such a powerful force with our parent gen
eration became a conditioning factor of the first
importance in our own education. Instead of a
scepticism made legitimate by long suffering we
imbibed a cynicism altogether unbecoming for
our years. We started life as little wiseacres
who knew better than to believe that any good
could come of fighting. Our world was to be
a world of harmonies, not discords, of untrammeled growth, unstunted by disease. The
exhortations of our teachers to contemplate the
graces of living which were intended to purge
our young minds of thoughts of violence only
served to develop in our generation a great blind
spot. We were never hardened to the knowl
edge that we should fight for what we believed
to be good. To believe was enough. Only be
lieve enough and the gods would pour out their
cornucopia.
We developed a curiously warped state of
mind. On the one hand our intensive educa
tion led us to expect unprecedented develop
ments in material living. On the other we con
sistently refused to admit that we might have to
sacrifice our precious individuality to make those
developments possible.
It wasn't that we were any more effete than
other generations of youth. We had our causes
and were prepared to overturn the world for
them. Many, particularly English youths, be
came communists and died for their belief in
Spain. But we refused, for the most part, to
accept the world as we saw it, to recognize the
good in it and to fight to maintain it.
We were scared of being made suckers. We
knew all about imperialism, about monopoly,
capital and about the deadly tyranny of military
6

life. We were too wise in our generation to
fall for that sort of thing. The trouble was that
we refused to fall for anything at all, unless it
be a world of our making like the communist's.
We disliked thinking for ourselves but some
one else's ideas were propaganda; and anyone
who had read Mr. Pirandello could tell you that
everything was just a state of mind. We en
joyed states of mind; but, since we did not be
lieve in them, we could not act on them. For
action was not our strong point.
To act effectively you have to have a clear
pattern both of what is and of what you would
like to be. You have to be so strongly con
vinced you have the right idea that you will
withstand fierce opposition. You have, in point
of fact, to fight if you want to act, and fighting,
as we mentioned, was taboo.
These, then, are our handicaps as a generation,
no less in America than in England. It needed
the shocks of Munich and of the Fall of France
to shake the youth of England from their dream.
But shaken they were. The German onslaughts on Britain, far from hastening the dis
solution of an already diseased state, jerked out
of their lethargy an essentially healthy peopleThe same is true of youth. The war has done
a great service to English, and I hope to Ameri
can youth. It has eliminated the blind spot.
The youth of England are being taught to fight
for what they believe and they are finding it not
so bad after all. Having accepted the fact that
their own lives do not have an absolute value
they discover that the world has suddenly fallen
into rplace. German bombs are realities whi
no amount of casuistry can explain away, The
shelter problem was as specific as dialectical ma
terialism was vague. Here were jobs to be one
and results to be obtained. An ardent physica^
find
life enabled sedentary men and women to
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a more balanced outlook and instead of going to
seed mentally they found themselves in a new day
of constructive thought.
Much has been loosely written about Eng
land's war time revolution. It has been given
all kinds of names from socialism to fascism
and back again. But people in England laugh.
They too thought in those terms two or three
years ago and predicted something of the kind
might happen. But now that it has happened
the "ism" labels seem ridiculously inappropriate.
England has merely undergone a renais
sance. The challenge of Nazi Germany has
forced England to new and more constructive
ways of living. Old fetishes such as the invio
lability of private property are being swept aside
as meaningless. No longer is the private own
ership of great industrial empires being allowed
to interfere with the essential needs of the com
munity, and the vested interest of labor have to
make equivalent sacrifices. For the first time
the needs of neither capital nor labor are para
mount and the consumer has become the touch
stone of social change.
The social upheaval which is inevitable in a
nation in arms is loosening the divisions between
classes. Men are beginning to learn more about
what they have in common with their neighbours
rather than about what divided them. But this
process must not be over-emphasized. The Eng
lish are a clannish people by nature and it is not
the snobbery of rich for poor which keeps men
apart so much as loyalty to the clan. This exdusiveness is as prevalent in the poor as it is in
the rich. The skilled garage man looks down
on the bank clerk as much as the sailor looks
down on the landsman or the northerner on the
southerner. The more recondite snobbery of
Mayfair is only a more sophisticated version of
these.
Nevertheless there has been a loosening of
barriers and a discovery of a common under
standing. Men who should know better are
continually being amazed at the courage and re
sourcefulness of working people. Hard boiled
cockneys are surprised and pleased when soft
skinned "public school" boys show they can

^ke it.
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There is an atmosphere of co-operation
abroad and a fearless spirit which does not give
a damn for the uninspired safety of precedent.
Ruthless inroads have been made upon the sac
red fetishes of the established, the complacent
and the well bred. Reforms have been made in
the midst of war which would have taken a de
cade at the pre-war rate of progress. English
men of all classes and kinds have been thrilled
to discover their common bonds and they are
determined that when war gives way slowly to
peace the same spirit shall help them solve the
great domestic issues. If it is embattled na
tionalism which has brought this about in Eng
land then it must be admitted that embattled
nationalism has its virtues as well as its vices.
What are some of these issues which have
set people to talking in railroad cars, to reading
pamphlets and books like the famous Penguin
series, to attending conventions? They are the
same big issues around which the first inconclu
sive skirmishes of this age have already been
fought. There is first of all the conquest of
poverty and unemployment. There is the pro
vision of social security for all—the weak, the
strong, the old, the young. There is the es
tablishment of an educational system which will
provide equal chances for all and which will give
the kind of training suitable for every walk of
life. Health services must be extended on a rev
olutionary scale with an emphasis on prevention
rather than on cure. Such a service must under
take a revolution in habits of nutrition and hy
giene as well as organizing the conquest of disease. Families must be put back on the land so
that the balance and sanity of our society shall
be restored and English agriculture must be
nourished back to health. The countryside and
the cities must be planned on a comprehensive
scale so that our traffic problems can be ironed
out, our unsightly industrial areas eliminated or
camouflaged and the space and air guaranteed
for new and model communities.
These are sweeping changes; but they are be
ing discussed by ordinary English men and wo
men with a keenness which is new and refresh
ing, and with a minimum of social rancour.
(Continued on page 23)
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America and England, 1941
The English colonists in America set up their
own independent state in 1776. Their revolt
against an unjust king was the most characteris
tically British thing they had ever done. Fox and
Burke, the best English statesmen of the time,
have said so. And, nevertheless, in spite of rev
olution and separation, in spite of the hundreds
of thousands of Germans and Frenchmen and
Dutchmen and Italians and Slavs who have set
tled in America, in spite of the basic differences
between baseball and cricket, tea and supper,
dime and sixpence, most Americans and most
Englishmen are enormously alike.
This is heresy, I realize, in a country where
people like to think of themselves as Yankees
and cherish the memory of their forefathers
chasing the redcoats back from Lexington, yet,
deny it or not, England and America are bound
inseparably; in times like these the proof comes
out.
The true alliance between England and the
United States must be seen in the real, basic parts
of our civilization: government, art, and science.
I have lived most of my life in England and
some of it in the United States. I have continu
ally noticed similarities in these things and the
two peoples themselves. It is hard for me not to
think of Americans as transplanted Englishmen,
their instincts and ways of thinking in important
matters is so similar.
In the matter of government; even after the
American colonies separated themselves from
King George III and Lord North, they could not
but act as any free Englishman would have in
similar circumstances. They set up a government
based on the 18th century reasonable English
philosophy of government, respecting the rights
of individual man to "life, liberty, and pursuit
of happiness." They set up a two-house system
8

of parliament, which they called a congress. And
from then on, this represntative body has acted
and performed in essentially the same way as
Parliament, with speeches that seem endless,
wasteful, windy, and inefficient to Europeans, but
very dear to Englishmen and Americans as an
expression of free debate and parlimentary rule.
A good example of the way Americans and
Englishmen in common regard individual rights
is the phenomenon of the "consciencious ob
jector," surely an Anglo-Saxon invention. Amer
ica and the British Empire are probably the only
places in the world where such a conception could
be understood, let alone offically sanctioned and
exemptions granted.
As a world power, America has been tacitly
allied with England almost since the beginning
of her existence. For a long time in the nine
teenth century, it was the English navy that kept
order in the world, an English order, to be sure,
but one that helped America profit and grow.
Since America has had a powerful navy, another
clause in that tacit alliance has kept the Ameri
can navy to guard the Pacific and the English
navy the Atlantic. The last war showed the
realization America has of the identity of her
fortune with that of England. No single na
tion, and particularly not a land-nation like Ger
many, can assume the keeping of a white-mans
peace and rule over all the world. Unless there
is something like this great English-speaking al
liance to do this, however, we must retire into
insularity and allow the great economic system
we have built on trade with the whole world, to
collapse.
I have said that most Americans are like most
Englishmen. This, I think, is true. The Ameri
can, provided he is not the son of an immigrant
from Sicily or Odessa, is, like most of the inHIKA f°r

habitants of the dominions, a colonial English
man, who has developed in much his own way,
yet retains his basic English-ness. I do not say
this in a spirit of snobbery, because at this time
America is probably the strongest member of the
Anglo-American alliance and has changed Eng
lish life in many ways.
Yet there are many ways in which the simi
larity of American and Englishmen can be seen.
The two are much closer than the Englishman
and the Frenchmen, and I have a feeling that
the Americans have never trusted their South
American neighbors with any feeling like that
towards England.
There is something snobbish about anyone
who speaks the English language towards nations
that do not. If it is impossible to translate a
foreign idea into English, the Englishman or
American puts it through the marvelous process
called "Anglicizing." Pronounce the letters
that the illogical foreigners ignore, put the ac
cent on the first syllable and the word is na
turalized English. And, the converse of this,
peoples who speak English feel a great affinity
for each other. English books appear in America
almost as soon as they do here. Englishmen
have always liked American movies better than
their own and they have had an Americanizing
effect that is quite astonishing. The two coun
tries have the same favorites in authors as well
as movie stars, and, even more that contemporary
writing, the great heritage of English literature,
our common possession of Chaucer and Shakes
peare and Keats, binds the two nations.
It is the England that I am speaking of now
that is the important one. The great British Em
pire is America's natural ally, as I have said.
It is the Empire whose fleet keeps the Mediterran
ean from being a Fascist lake or the Japanese out
of the Dutch East Indies, that, until now, rightly or
not, has kept the world safe and tremendously
advantageous to the great industrial nations of
England and America. The loss of this Britain
would be a catastrophic thing. Yet even more
terrible to the English-speaking world would be
the loss, practically the shearing away, of a great
MA Y, 1941

bulk of its civilization, both potential and real.
It would not be England that would be lost in
that case, but a vital section from the body of
the English-speaking world.
My American friends have written me of
their regret at the bomb-hits on Buckingham Pal
ace and the destruction of historical landmarks.
I have a feeling that those things are more sym
bolic than real. It is sad to lose them, and, to
Americans, they are vivid examples. But the real,
tragic landscapes are the Universities, almots
deserted by a whole generation, many of whom
will not return, and even more tragical, the idea
of them closed forever, or doling out a kind of
"safe" learning not intended to anger German
conquerors.
So long as the English newspapers can criti
cize the government, so long as debates are held
in Parliament, it will not be hard for free political
institutions to remain in the United States. But
the moment a Nazi guard takes over the House
of Commons and the moment free debate is dead
in England, then it will begin to die in the United
States. America will use Suppression to fight
Suppression and fire to fight fire.
It seems to me that the great American delu
sion is a false idea of geography. Your isola
tionists point to the position of America, moated
on both sides by the two great oceans. They for
get that it is difficult but not impossible to wage
a war far from home. Alexander the Great at
tacked India with an army smaller than 30,000
men and England has fought successful wars half
way around the world.
It would be dangerous for America to adopt
England's historical attitude, which has also been
one of isolation, until the European power then
in the process of conquest—Napoleon or Hitler—
became strong enough to challenge England her
self. Then she has had to win the war by her
self, and in the same way America will, for the
challenge is inevitable.
Another dangerous illusion of many of the
Americans I have talked with is that a long war
produces exhaustion. That is entirely false. If
(Continued on page 22)
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By A. D. Divine

The Little Ships
When the history of the first year of this war
is written, there will be found in the writing of it
a most honorable place for the little ships of Brit
ain. From the first hot days at the end of August,
when peace dragged itself to its end, through the
bitter cold of the winter, through the mad whirl
of the spring, when the Low Countries fell one
by one to disaster, to the epic of Dunkirk and
after, the little ships carried upon their shoulders
a burden beyond measure, and fulfilled their task
with a service beyond praise.
This is not a history of the little ships in this
war—that cannot be written until the war is over
—but it is an attempt to show, largely through
the life and death of one man, what the little
ships have suffered and what they have accom
plished.
William Harlan, Master of the SS Rockpool,
came from that nursery of great seamen, the north
east coast. At the outbreak of war he was in home
waters. The Rockpool was a tramp steamer, be
longing to Sir Wm. Ropner's Pool line. She was
a shade, perhaps, above the average in size, but
in all other respects she was typical of the mer
chantmen of Britain. In time of peace there are
at sea, on any given day, something approximating
to 1,500 Rockpools. They bring to England her
grains and her ores, her timber and her jute, her
nitrates, an infinite variety of the cargoes that are
the lifeblood of an island kingdom. They are
in peace essential to the economy of England. In
time of war they are vital.
To keep that bloodsteam flowing, to maintain
the cargo ships of Britain at sea, is one of the
major charges of the Royal Navy in war-time. In
the first year of this war it was a charge more
vital, more essential even than that of meeting and
destroying the enemy's fleet. To England there
had to be brought the vast supplies necessary to
10

feed armies, to maintain munition production, to
build ships, aeroplanes, tanks, guns, to transfer
from America to England the great and ever-grow
ing volume of war production for the allies.
The Rock pool had a gun fitted to her in the
early days of the war. The wise policy of the
Admiralty had prepared against eventualities a
great reserve of guns and fittings for the cargo
ships, and The Rock pool was supplied with her
gun with an ex-Colour-Sergeant of Marines as a
gun layer, with smoke floats and ammunition, and
a light anti-aircraft gun, and set to sea.
But long before she went to sea, before her
gun was ever fitted even, the little ships of Britain
—smaller even than herself—were at work help
ing the Navy on its tremendous task.
They began their work before the war broke
out. Through the last days of the period of
strained relations with Germany the approaches
to many ports were kept swept by mine-sweepers
against the possibility of a surprise assault, an
attempted bottling up of the great harbours.
There is no end to the mine-sweepers and to
their infinite variety. They range from the big
fleet sweepers that look like miniature destroyers,
through every type and kind of paddle-steamer,
by way of trawlers from every fishing port in
England down to the little wooden drifters that
played such a great part in the defeat of the mag
netic mine. Some of them were new ships, fresh
almost from the builders' yards—some of them,
like the old Brighton Belle, were built before the
Boer war, and swept from 1914 tol918. There was
no end also to the seas in which they swept the
North Sea and the Atlantic were only the begin
ning. They swept the straits of Gibraltar, and the
approaches to Suez, they swept Bab-el-Mftndeb and
the Red Sea, they swept around the Cape of Good
Hope when raiders dropped mines about in it.
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and among the islands of the East Indies. They
swept in every weather.
And along channels made safe by their sweep
ing, Captain Harland went down the East Coast
from the Tyne on his first war-time voyage.
The war channels around the British isles are
inevitably the most important section of the
sweepers work. That they were kept so clear of
moored mines that our losses from this cause were
virtually negligible is one of the triumphs of the
war. No man who saw them at work as I did in
the January cold, sweeping in the high seas with
the spray freezing on their decks, the great winches
coated with ice, the upper works massed in snow
and sleet, the sweep wires parting with the tre
mendous surges, will ever forget the work they
did or the heroism of it. They worked that Jan
uary and the first weeks of February in the worst
conditions that have been known in the North
Sea for a hundred years, they worked knowing
that they might be blown up at any moment, they
lived in life-belts and in wet clothes, sea-booted,
many sweatered, and they kept the channels open.
The Rock pool went down the war channel in
convoy. The convoy was the last war's answer
to the submarine. Its maintenance was the work
of the little ships, at any rate about the coast of
Britain. For the most part, the heaviest vessels
used were old destroyers—ships like Westminster
and Whitley, built during the close of the last war
and converted just before the opening of this, for
escort duties. With them worked the A/S trawl
ers, Admiralty built or converted fishermen fitted
with the Asdic gear, equipped with depth-charge
apparatus, armed with light guns against submar
ine or aircraft.
Shepherded, escorted, guarded by these, The
Rock pool and her sisters went to sea.
Her first passage was to Canada. She loaded
iron ore at Wabana and sailed from Halifax in
return convoy. The convoy met with heavy weather
in the western ocean and one of The Rockpool's
lifeboats—swung outboard ready for lowering at
instant need—was almost swept away. Captain
Harland hove to recover it, and by the time he
was under way again the convoy had disappeared
in the darkness of the night and the gale.
MA Yt 1941

He could have returned to Halifax to wait
for the next convoy. He preferred to carry on
alone to England.
He entered the submarine danger zone in the
middle of November, and in November 19, as
he returned to the bridge from a hastily-snatched
lunch, a shell whistled over the ship and raised
a great fountain of spray.
The Rock pool was a slow ship. She could man
age about nine knots and no more, she had about
7,000 tons of iron ore on board, and iron ore does
not float. Captain Harlan would have been justi
fied in abandoning his ship at the first shot—he
chose to fight, and he chose not without the knowl
edge of the results of fighting for he had sunk
with a cargo of iron ore in the Mediterranean in
1917—in thirty seconds.
He turned away from the U-boat to bring his
stern gun into action, and the gun-layer and the
cook and the steward and the apprentice com
menced the unequal action.
They were a big target on the water, and slow
— the submarine was small and far away. "She
looked like an arm-chair on the water." Yet some
how (Captain Harland had drilled them at the
gun all the way across) they hit her with an early
shot and seemed to have disabled her main gun.
Somewhere about the sixteenth shot they got a
direct hit and pierced her pressure hull. They did
not know that at the time, they only knew that
somehow they were able to dodge the shots, and
that somehow they were able to claw away. Cap
tain Harland dropped his smoke-floats and es
caped to safety in their cloud.
Still by himself, he came to the Bristol Chan
nel and safety, and somewhere astern of him a
destroyer, called up by the wireless, dealt with the
disabled submarine.
Captain Harland went home, was given a rest
ashore, and awarded the gold cross of the O. B. E.
Before he got the new ship he asked for at
once, the magnetic mine began its secret work.
The first complete mine, as the world knows, was
discovered on the Shoeburyness mud flats and dis
sected there. Before that happened, though, the
little ships had carried out one of the most fan(Continued on page 24)
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William Carlos Williams, author of the first
of the following articles, is the author of White
Mule, In the American Grain, and In the Money,
and several other books of poetry and prose. He
explains that this article was hastily written be
cause he was about to leave for Puerto Rico by
plane to address the Inter-America Writers Con
ference. His subject was "The Structure of
Poetry."
George Hemphill is a frequent contributor;
his translation is from Bert Brecht, a German
poet whom Lawrence Thompson in The Kenyon
Review called, "the poet of Germany's bewild
ered post-war generation with a deadly bitterness
against a world that has given it nothing but hate
and injustice."
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Dr. Williams Cocks A Snook
There is no question in my mind but that we
in America are, boldly speaking, the only real
enemies to all Europe. We have always been
Europe's cow. We are rich in material resources
and poor in culture.
I'm going to have to disregard form from now
on and plunge in helter skelter: You remember
Butler's, O God, O Montreal! The scorn, the
contempt there is in that is the basic view of
America which, at heart, make the Englishman,
the Frenchman and the German brothers. You
can find it in Priestly (to dig in the garbage) and
you can find it in Moore and many and many an
other. They are civilized. We are barbarians—
and shall always be so to them. When the war
is over we shall be blamed for it all, as we were
after the last one.
Should this stop us now? No. We are as
much creatures of doom as they are. But they
are merely working out their cataclysmic fate, their
Europe's "culture" which, whether or not you like
German violence, is typically European. It is their
historic battle. It lead to a characteristic evolution
of the arts and the sciences, it is a battle for lead
ership. The stuff the pseudo-philosophers and
historians talk about the end of this period or
that era makes me sick. It is perfectly normal
European history that is taking place there. It is
truly the workings of that culture. They love it, all
of them. They believe in it. They will claim it as
their right as they will base all their virtues on it
until the end of time (which ain't coming next
year).
But we are, to them, interlopers. We dis
turb their balance. We spoil their fight. We are
not civilized and do not in the least understand
what civilization is. We call it "rotten," "cor
rupt" and all the other epithets. We don't know
what we are talking about. We speak in positivist
MAY, 1941

terms: they have ceased to do that for many gen
erations. They will turn on us and we shall not
know what they are thinking. To them language
is a weapon, a means for winning, for having
their way. It also has its truth in that but we
don't know it. For us language is still a barrel of
apples.
All this is badly expressed. What I want to
stick to is that America is, in the European sense,
uncultured. We are crude. But especially we
don't know anything about language — unless it's
the C I O that is teaching us.
We should never send an expeditionary force
to Europe. It would be an imbecility to do so be
cause it would have no meaning. The only mean
ing it could possibly have would be if we sent an
army over to fight ALL Europe — not just one
side . I'm for fighting, completely — but only if
a design for it could be developed. The only
meaning Europe could respect from us would be
an American dialectic — because we have set our
selves to subjugate Europe civilization and set up
our own. But this is insane. Therefore let us
do what we're doing with a purely American mo
tive, defense of our own — on a full philosophic
basis of opposition to European civilization in
general.
This seems hopeless to me. We aren't clear
enough in our own minds, not secure enough —
and besides (since we are only transplanted Euro
peans) perhaps the choice has been removed from
us long since.
But in the case of many Americans Europe
will always be the desired since it has always, and
will always, assert the man, the one man, as the de
ciding apex of cultural development. To want
and to get. I haven't the time to clarify it. I
want to say Ezra Pound went to Europe to get
(iContinued on page 27)
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A Translation
from Bert
Brecht
Oh, Deutschland, bleiche Mutter!
Wie sitzest du besudelt
unter den Voelkern.
Unter den Befleckten
faellst du auf.
Von deinen Soehnen der aermste
liegt erschlagen.
Als sein Hunger gross war
haben deine anderen Soehne
die Hand gegen ihn erhoben.
Das ist ruchbar geworden.

Fatherland haggard mother!
How foul thou art
among nations.
I cite thee
for thy filth.
The most wretched of thy sons
lies murdered.
When his hunger was great
thine other children
struck him down.
Men know this well.
—George Hemphill.
14
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The Mountain and the Plain
Between her two attempts to destroy herself
in the first half of the 20th century, Europe passed
through twenty-one years of literary prospering
and fecundity. In the catalog of those wealthy
years there may be found four names: Thomas
Mann, Franz Kafka, Andre Malraux, Louis-Ferd
inand Celine; and four books: The Magic Moun
tain, The Castle, Man's Hope, and A Journey to
the End of the Night. Beyond artistic merit, their
likeness is only implicit.
There is a paradox in the fact that they may
be put together in an essay, but the explanation
is inescapable. It is inevitable that each man and
each book should deal in some way with the one
theme of encompassing greatness in his narrow
inter bellum world: the relation of man, the in
dividual, to men, the masses composing society.
Therefore their relation is not arbitrary and
temporal, but the greater relation imposed by
arbitrary time. In a specific and superficial sense,
their unchangeable course was made clear in the
four great earthly catastrophies that touched, re
spectively, each of their lives: The World War,
Celine; the post-war years in Germany, Kafka;
the rise of Nazism, Thomas Mann; the wars in
Spain and China, Malraux. But these are only
tangible examples of the compulsion of their per
iod. The artistic method is an inductive one, yet
these four novels will discover nearly every pos
sible reaction to the problem of the individual in
society. In a sense, the authors are types.
The proposition is to make concrete, for ex
amination, the four discussions of the problem.
They will be neither Utopias nor programs, but
something greater and more implicit, something
more closely allied with art and truth.
I.
The most true and ordinary thing that may be
said about Franz Kafka is that he was a sceptic.
MAY, 1941

Out of the word itself, by constantly applying it
to The Castle, the reader may not only make a
pertinent gloss, but a revelation of Kafka's treat
ment of man in society.
Here is no Humanist, but a man of many ad
jectives. Sceptical, Ideal, and Metaphysical are
among them. Kafka's world is a distillation of any
real world, in whose thin atmosphere his charac
ters may work out, unhampered, stories to which
the end is known and the result infallibly clear.
Mann and Malraux have a great sense of ethics,
Kalfa may be said to have a sense of order. But
it is order with an ideal, not a humanitarian, logic.
The Castle has this postulate: the individual
(K, the hero) must work out by trial-and-error
his determinate place in the intangible but omni
present system. The system is inseparably meta
physical and human at the same time.
There are two forces thus in the paradoxical
world of the castle. The Castle, itself, represents
both the unknown and the unintelligible. The
other force, K, is entirely known. K represents
unrest; he is a lost or misplaced part of the system
whose emblem is the castle. To discover his place,
he must subject a part of the unknown to measure.
He poses as a land-surveyor. And it is his ambi
tion to discover this anonymous place which gives
him independent life.
In himself, K embraces the perceptible aspects
of all the people about him. They are forces of
his mind and they react together in his mind,
without an external relationship. But a subjective
thing may become embodied in or merge with a
real character. K's assistants, for instance, who
are sent to him from The Castle are apparently
objective, yet actually they are projections of his
sense of annoyance and frustration. There is only
one character, K, and he embraces everything
known for certain.
15

To the ambition that gives K his character and
his right to subsume all other characters. The
Castle reacts. It reacts in various and unpre
dictable ways, and this is because there are no such
things as causality and predictability in the world
in which The Castle is situated.
K knows this law, yet he tries in increasing
desperation to gain even some evidence of stability
for himself. The book is unfinished, but at its
end K is in nearly the same ambiguous state as at
the beginning. The moral is ready, and perhaps
too easily applied.
The Castle, emblem of everything known to
exist, yet unknowable, stands in a land that cannot
be surveyed because it has no rules of measure
ment, or perhaps rules that change from moment
to moment. This is because they were concocted
by the entirely unpredictable castle officials. Yet
the land has been surveyed once before and every
thing marked out, but these charts and figures
are impossible to come by.
With reservations, it may be said that Kafka's
end was a stable society, a set of rules and a mode
of living in which sceptical and refractory ele
ments like K are absorbed. K knows that and has
tried to achieve it, employing every equivocal and
unrealized relationship with The Castle he is able
to find.
K's result can never be to discover even part
of The Castle or to judge it. The system of man
and God, although it contains men, is not human,
but an Order. No man can know more than his
own place in it. If he cannot find it, like K, or
if he loses it like Barnabas' family, he becomes an
outlaw.
That concept of the stable and unquestioned
society is mediaeval. From an individual's view
point, this society may be crazily irrational. How
ever irrational it be, it is a whole. The individual
has only one point of view, and his limitation
destroys his argument, transferring his charge to
himself.
In another novel, The Trial, Kafka says:
"This great organization remains in a state of
delicate equilibrium, and if someone took it upon
himself to alter the disposition of things around
him, he ran the risk of losing his footing and fall
ing to destruction while the organization would
16
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simply right itself by some compensating reaction
in another part of its machinery ..."
Kafka lived in a stormy, destitute Europe. His
mediaeval conception of man's unquestioned place
in a serene, hierarchal, adjusted society aware of
only one state: present order, is both a result of
his sense of truth and a result of his personal
situation. Only in particular functions, could there
be individuals. They would serve their functions,
but only as a section of the organism, which lived
and breathed by rules unknown.
II.
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The word "hero" becomes, almost unconscious
ly, attached to the novels of Andre Malraux. It
is a properly dramatic word for novels whose ex
cellence lies in the skillful dramatization of human
abstractions. Yet Homer's Ulysses and Kyo in
Man's Fate are a universe apart. In the epic, the
word "hero" describes a man of certain outward
actions; in Malraux it describes a philosophy and
a state of mind.
And here is both the beauty and the flaw in
the work of Andre Malraux. The Greek hero is
wholly man. He is the greatest among men and he
may defy and struggle with the gods themselves,
but only as a man might. Malraux's hero's are
the infirm union of a spirit and a substance, a
philosophy and a psychology.
The environment that nurtures heroes in mod
ern times is the class struggle; Spanish or Chinese,
the heroes are its leaders. The psychology of Mal
raux's hero is the psychology of any hero: the
desperate resolve to control fate, to overcome
destiny, and to exalt himself. The Philosophy is
humanism.
Malraux's heroes go through a necessary pro
cess. It is never explicit in the novels, but it is the
logical explanation for their being. The hero is
a man of ambition, a man of enormous egotism.
He inspires awe because he has expanded and
exalted his humanity, defying with it what seem
to be inevitable laws. This is the pure hero. Mal
raux's men possess the state of mind, but, being
modern men, they doubt it as well. Being intel
lectuals, they possess the inheritance of Hamlet,
but, being heroes, they know that doubt and criti
cism are the destroyers of heroism. And so they
17
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succor themselves by identification with an idea,
a faith. Spirit and substance are joined.
But the union is paradoxical as well as chem
ically instable. The faith is Marxian, Utilitarian
humanism. The hero identifies his selfish end with
the good of all men. He employs what he con
siders a true and noble idea to rationalize his
course, which is already dictated by his ambition.
And the idea is both true and noble. Although
its function is rationalization, a kind of reversal
of the process of strengthening gold with baser
metal, it is more than a disguise for selfishness.
Malraux's hero, of course, is no longer pure. His
humanitarianism changes his position. It is a
Promethean heroism which seems to be one thing
and subconsciously means to be another.
There is no denying how sincerely Malraux
and his heroes have assumed their ideal. Malraux
has said: "Working from day to day and from
idea to idea, men recreate the world in the image
of their highest destiny. The revolution gives
them nothing but the possibility of their dignity;
each man has the task of changing the possibility
into a possession." Mangin, Manuel, and the
others in Man's Hope think and express it con
stantly.
Yet this expression of the ideal is an individual
one. The orthodox Marxian humanist would have
an end and a means. The means is revolution.
The end is the attainment of "human dignity" for
all men, based on material and political reforms.
Malraux sees the ends and the means in the same
action. The very assertion of strength in behalf
of an idea is the exercise of "human dignity," or
man's sense of his own worth and the worth of
life. The heroism has absorbed the ideal.
The hero, alone, is a dangerous force, an an
tagonist of society. With the ideal of humanism
added, he is strangely valuable and important.
But in a society such as Malraux should imagine,
were he to outline it, the hero would become a
menace. His ceaseless ambition would have no
ideal to fight under and fighting is an essential
part of his existence.
The hero in Malraux is a result (and, in a way,
the cause) of the environment—revolution. Revo
lution is nothing more than an assertion, and the
assertion, in this sense, is necessarily individual.
HIKA for

Therefore, in the means of Marxism the hero
arises, in the end he is reduced.

"LONDON MADE" PIPES

in.
"Venomous yet docile, outraged, robbed, with
out guts and without spirit, they (our ancestors)
were as good as us all right . . . Nothing really
changes. Habits, ideas, opinions, we change them
not at all, or, if we do, we change them so late
that it is no longer worth while. We are born
loyal and we die of it Soldiers for nothing, heroes
to the world, monkeys with a gift of speech, a
gift of suffering, we are its minions. We belong
to suffering; when we misbehave, it tightens its
hold on us. We have its fingers always around
our throats, which makes it difficult to talk; you
have to be careful if you want to eat . . . "
Spoken in the first chapter by his friend to
Bardamu, the hero, these are the set conditions
for the journey to the end of the night.
The quotation carries nearly all of the theme.
It is the expression of fearfulness and hatred of
a true member of the proletariat, the anonymous,
lost, crushed, underdog-man, not the heroic "pro
letarian" aviators of Man's Hope.
But it is best to develop Celine's theme in his
way, through narrative, because his narration skillfully and continually builds the psychological reactions of his hurt man.
The society to which Bardamu belongs only
by chance of birth, not by any sympathy or trust,
throws him in a savage war. He emerges from it
lost, blind and beaten, in a world not of his own
choosing. Yet, ironically, he is an inseparable
part of it. Deceived and fearful, he identifies him
self with his experience of the world. He feels
that its madness is his, its disorder and brutality
extends into himself.
All this is attended with a loneliness and selfcontainedness that is both pathological and bitter
social criticism at the same time. Although later in
the book he becomes interested in the affairs of
other characters, he remains entirely singular,
bound and oppressed by a greater will than that
of any human being.
After Bardamu has gone to Detroit from Afri
ca and fallen in love, he returns to France,
changed. He becomes a doctor, accepts a place in
JL4K, 1941
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society, and begins to lose his pathetic, subjective
view of it. He sees that it is no longer necessary
to be insane. A part is not necessarily a copy of
the whole.
In a growing objectivity, he tries to save his
friend Robinson, who has remained in the state
Bardamu had been in, from the chaotic end he
forsees for him. Bardamu becomes, in a way, a
critic rather than a victim of society. He sees an
insane world dying because of its inexorable mad
dening and destruction of the individual man.
Bardamu has found and saved himself in objecti
vity when he reaches the end of the night. But the
rest of mankind is bound to get lost in the dark
ness and chaos, to become part of it.
IV.
It remains for Thomas Mann to be, perhaps,
the last Defender of the Faith. But the Faith is
something more inclusive than Christianity, some
thing Mann has recently called "measure and
value," and something that literary critics like to
call "the humanism of Thomas Mann." Since The
Alagic Mountain, his defense of it has become
militant, but nowhere in modern writing is it
better explained and examined than in that book.
The Faith is known under many names:
humanism, culture, civilization. In The Magic
Mountain, Mann has shown that it is both an in
tellectual position and a heritage. The fleshliness
so pervasive in the Berghof Sanitarium is the result
of disease, which emphasizes the flesh and ob
scures the mind and the spirit. It is the com
munity of body that Castorp, the hero, feels ab
sorbing into itself his individuality. This is as
much a disease as tuberculosis itself, and much
more important. It is the disease of the modern
world. Because it is not the similarity in form but
in essence that both distinguishes and unites men
—their knowledge and their reason.
Man's knowledge is each individual's inher
itance of Western Civilization. Mann chooses to
class it in two parts: Christianity and Mediterran
ean culture. Actually, it contains every contribu
tion to the sum of man's knowledge, every idea
of truth. Ethics, science, political freedom are
three of the greatest parts. The several discus
sions of time in The Magic Mountain pertain to
this idea of the human heritage. Present time
20
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should be a fruit and summation of all time past,
yet the conception of humanity, which can only
exist through this heritage, is timeless.
But it is the intellectual attitude created in man
by the cultural tradition that determines his posi
tion towards society. Mann has defined this posi
tion as "the opposite of fanaticism." These are
plain words, but there is much sublety in them.
Humanism, he means to say is both tolerant and
militant. A parochial philosophy or ethic may be
good and valuable, but its parochialism is an evil.
Bacon defined clearly the four states of parochial
ism in his Idols. Like Bacon, Mann believes in the
ability of each man to transcend them. And human
ism is tolerant of every kind of knowledge and
every sort of truth. No matter how diverse they
may be, they are its life and its body. But the re
sult of the heritage should be to make men realize
its enemies, the obscurantists, the political leaders
who praise and make weapons of the Idols. Hu
manism must become militant, by inference; it
cannot be tolerant of intolerance or indifferent to
barbarism.
In the human world of the present, art is the
mediator and synthesizer of the heritage of human
knowledge and experience. In The Magic Moun
tain this is displayed in the acute, three-cornered
drama between Naphta the Jesuit, Ludovico Settembrini the 19th century humanist, and Hans
Castorp their pupil. Naphta's scholasticism and
Settembrini's humanism are provincial opposites
which neither is allowed to transcend. Only Hans
Castorp, the pliable pupil, is allowed a knowledge
of truth that went beyond and subsumed all the
others. His vision in the snow was like the synthe
sis art attempts. It was a universal logic, the most
convincing of all the forms of truth because it
contained them, but it was unapproachable
through the hardened logic of provincial spheres.
"There is both rhyme and reason in what I
say, I have made a dream poem of humanity. I
will cling to it. I will be good. I will let death
have no mastery over my thoughts. For therein
lies goodness and love of mankind and in nothing
else ... It is love, not reason that is stronger than
death .. . For the sake of goodness and love, man
shall let death have no sovereignity over his
thoughts."
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And of all these four novelists, Mann's ideal is
the greatest and most universal. It's statement of
human worth and the human condition is the
most adequate. The others tend to be absorbed
in the things that have most touched their lives.
Malraux, for instance, in the class-war. It is the
tendency of men to particularize and confuse. It
is the same idea that leads men to say, "if we
destroy Naziism, we will save civilization." This
simplification is both wrong and dangerous, but
it is unavoidable.
Humanism's abhorrence of partisanship, on the
other hand, is neither a glorification of doubt nor
a rejection of any action. It is a philosophy, a
force for evaluation and synthesis, grander than
programs and platforms.
No matter if the Nazis will turn half of Eur
ope into a Berghof Sanitarium of corporeal unity.
The humanist may take up arms against them in
behalf of any one of his beliefs, but he recognizes
that his philosophy can never be vulgarized and
particularized into a course of action, although it
might seem to dictate them. As an ideal or philoso
phy, it can never be erased. It is the thing that
men in a civilization have in common as opposed
to the mere biological union of a totalitarian state.
It is the real relation of men in society, transcend
ing and dictating the ordinary relations. Knowl
edge in common and an attitude in common create
what Thomas Mann knows as humanity.
—Robie Macauley.
AMERICA and ENGLAND
(Continued from page 9)
Germany should win this war, she would be four
times stronger than at the beginning. All the in
dustry of Europe would be massed in her favor*
America should not be blind to this.
In this article, I am afraid I have rehearsed
many well-known arguments which Americans
are aware of themselves. Yet I am trying to
point out a fallacious way of thinking that Eng
land has had and has suffered for already.
Countries like ours should think of themselves as
the center of a system of strong alliances, alli
ances strong enough to keep the peace. But when
we watch our alliances crumble, as England did,
Czechoslovakia and Poland without supporting
HIKA for

them, we must be ready to fight a war for exist
ence soon. America's greatest natural ally is
England. These are obvious things, but some
times obvious things must be said over and over,
and even then they may be listened to almost too
late. Mr. Churchill found that true.
ENGLAND METAMORPHOSED
(Continued from page 7)
People are not discussing an abstract "system";
they are concerned with concrete problems and
they are solving them piecemeal. They do not
care whether you call it "socialism" or "planned
capitalism"; or "true democracy"; but they do
object, and strongly, if you call it "fascism."
For to them "fascism" implies all that they are
fighting: the world of force employed for ir
responsible ends behind a clever show of social
welfare.
All this implies planning, and this makes the
American youth with his ingrained tradition
against strong centralized government, uneasy.
What he rightly asks is: What is to become of
individual liberty? Are we not to be lost in
a quagmire of bureaucracy? To this the Eng
lishman can only report how bitter experience
has led him to suspect that only a planned so
ciety can exist in the modern world. Untrammeled industry produced growing unemployment,
growing social inequalities and a less and less
efficient use of natural resources. Some kind of
control by the community was necessary, inevit
able. Just as control was necessary for the mob
ilisation of the nation's resources for war, so it
becomes equally, necessary for the constructive
peace beyond. The ordinary Englishman would
rather face the evils of bureaucracy than return
to an unplanned economic life.
The same kind of thinking has been occupying
English people in the international field. There is
a general feeling that the settlement after the first
was was too ambitious, that President Wilson's
principles were too idealistic to be embodied in
any positive system of international law. This
time the emphasis is rather different. Just as the
Englishman is concerned at home with the piece
meal remedy of social abuses, so he intends to
tackle European problems, as they arise in a matMAY, 1941
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ter of fact, practical manner.
The great problem which will occupy Europe
for more than a decade after the war ends will be
elementary economic reconstruction. Food must
be brought to the famished; railroads and roads
repaired, communications re-opened, shattered
communities restored. This will only be done by
efficient organization and again — planning. It
may be that Allied armed forces — and the army
has a good reputation for disinterested adminis
tration — will undertake this work. But what is
important is that the job should be tackled quick
ly and efficiently. Only when Europe has recov
ered something of a sense of well being, many
people thing, will it be advisable to start discussing
a political settlement. Again, you see, the piece
meal approach. Get the first job done; then tackle
the broad issues of policy. Perhaps our experi
ence of reconstruction — a reconstruction which
will tie up domestic, European and American
problems — will have given us principles upon
which to base an ordered international community.
THE LITTLE SHIPS
(Continued from page 11)
tastic searches in the history of the sea. Trawlers
and drifters and paddle-sweepers combined to hunt
for the secret peril. They had no protection against
them, no means of safety, but they tried with
trawls and nets to find one and to bring it to the
surface so that its secret could be examined. And
trying they were—some of them—blown out of
the water.
Before all ships could be made safe against
this danger, Captain Harland put to sea again.
He came down from the East coast in The Hawnby, a slightly bigger ship than The Rock pool, similarly armed for defense. She called at the Thames
estuary, put to sea again with a convoy—and ran
over a magnetic mine while the little drifters were
busy sweeping. She went down in twenty minutes.
Captain Harland and his crew were landed at
Ramsgate, attended an Admiralty inquiry, and
went home to ask for another ship . . .
He was away from England, sent over to Amer
ica to bring back an American freighter, when
Ramsgate came to its great glory of the war as
the headquarters of the little ships of Dunkirk.
HIKA for

That was perhaps the apex of their effort, the
spectacular pinnacle of achievement. But great as
it was, it in no way surpassed the endless cold
courage of the little-ship men throughout the long
sea campaign that had preceeded it.
Most of its people had played their part
throughout that campaign. The Brighton Belle
that I saw sweeping the war channel off the Tyne
mouth in the winter, I saw again off the beaches
off Dunkirk. She carried her freight of men to
safety—and she was lost there, tearing her bottom
out on a newly-sunken wreck with four hundred
men on board. Other little ships saved her men
and her crew and the Captain's dog. She was lost
and so were many others of the faithful that had
served. Cross-channel steams and pleasure boats,
drifters and trawlers and barges and yachts and
motor-boats. There were 866 ships in that armada,
almost every one of them small, many of them
never came back to port again, but between them
they saved an army, and they saved, perhaps, the
world; for by their achievement, hope and cour
age came again to Britain in her darkest hour.
Captain Harland, as I have said, was not there,
he was running still the gauntlet of submarine and
surface raider, and a little after Dunkirk, coming
back across the western ocean he met, somewhere
about where the Empress of Britain was later lost,
a German bomber.
She dropped bomb after bomb; three of them
were so near that they made great bulges in her
plating, but they did not sink him. The German
came back with machine-gun fire and with can
non shells. Time and agian she dived at him,
riddling his decks with holes, tearing through his
accomodation, battering his deck housings.
He stood on the bridge with a Ross rifle,
firing a shot or two every time she came close
enough for his puny weapon. He said, "It
seemed to discourage her, anyway, she went away
eventually."
Captain Harland carried on with his voyage.
He was not alone in that courage. It was
the men of the small ships who bore the first
brunt of the air attacks on the northwest coast
early in the year, and in the Straits of Dover, at
the beginning of the Battle of Britain. I will
remember always, a little old trawler, manned
MAY; 1941
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by a handful of fishermen, limping in the dark
ness to West Hartlepool to sink beside the quay.
Those who saw it will never forget the first con
voys passing through the gauntlet of Hell-Fire
corner, the bomb splashes hiding them from the
watchers on the cliffs, while above them the air
was heavy with the drone of battle.
Captain Harland faced that attack and others,
and somewhere in October of 1940 he crossed
to North America again.
I had a letter this week to say that he was
lost, that his third ship was sunk.
I will not mourn him, though he was my
friend. For if he is dead, then he died as he
would have wished. In his life he was the
model and exemplar of a service to which Bri
tain not only owes her life, but her courage and
her hope. He and the men who have died with
him, the men of the little ships along the north
east coast, mined, torpedoed, bombed, machinegunned. The men of the life-boats and the light
ships, the little fishermen. The men of Dunkirk,
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of the Dutch coast, of St. Valery, Havre,
Dieppe, Boulougne, Cherbourg, and Bordeaux.
The men who have been sunk in the ocean con
voys, by raider or by U-boat, have deserved well
of their nation.
And he with them.
WILLIAMS
(Continued from page 13)
personal recognition, to get recognition for his
supreme genius. He wanted to rule because he
was convinced he knew more than anyone else
and so, by God! had a right to rule and would
rule. And that that was right. He still thinks so.
Everything else, as he repeatedly asserts, is mere
shepherding. The brains at the top, the rest of
the world obedient: Ford the master, etc. etc.
There's your ultimate conflict. Perhaps our
democratic condition is merely a transition. A man
must have power, says the European, be he Eng
lish, German or French. America says something
different: a man must serve. So what?The varieties
of men in between form a spectrum but at the
opposite ends of it are one side a European and
on the other an American.
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A Poem

England 1940
(TO CORA)
Of Kings as figures listed down in chalk,
Of places added in red ink and black
Cosines, of theorems proving God the talk
Of cursing Jews with chains upon their back,
Tomorrow shall present us a full score,
Tomorrow, whose arithmetic could sound
Illogical if it were not a law
Which daggers demonstrate to be profound.
Still, still I wonder what dead men are dead,
What graves hold bodies, what mouth ever shut;
Trees last their leaves, and seeds their trees, the
head
Of Milton lives after his bust is cut.
God knows, while one stone stands before the sea,
The past will stand, tomorrow never be.
DAVID POSNER.
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